HHD Week April 2017

Wed 5

Allied Health Panel
4pm-6pm  TSU Pavillion C
Panel of Professionals

Behind the Orange Curtain
1230pm-230pm  Titan Theater
Documentary on teenage drug addiction in Orange County

Self Care Workshop
12pm-2pm  TSU Alvarado AB
Learn about the importance of mindfulness and effective stress management

Thur 6

Breakfast with the Board
9:30am-11:30am  KNES 193 F
Complimentary Breakfast with Dean Roades & HHD ICC Council

Fri 7

Meet & Greet
CSUF ATP Students
12pm-1:30pm  KHS 193F
Celebration of Athletic Training Prowess and the future of the field

CSUF Distinguished Speaker
KHS 193F
8:30-12pm  Intro to Muscle Energy
1:30-5pm  Muscle Energy Technique

Sat 8

Spotlight
3pm-5pm  TSU Pavillion A
Celebrate CSUF Student Achievement

Sun 9

Titans Together